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About OnPage 
BlastIT
BlastIT provides mass notifications, helping 
organizations streamline crisis 
communications not just with response 
teams, but also with employees, vendors and 
clients.

Through BlastIT’s web console, users can 
create editable templates in advance to 
expedite the crisis notification process when 
an urgent incident takes place. BlastIT also 
allows users to use free text to compose a 
message.

BlastIT mass notifications can be sent by 
administrators with just a few clicks via email, 
SMS or voice to those affected by the 
incident.
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1 — Creating Templates for BlastIT Messages
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Message templates expedite the mass notification process, allowing administrators to 
select message content from a pre-configured list.

2. Once the template is created, save the message 
content. A list of BlastIT templates will follow.

1. Name the message template. 
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After saving a BlastIT template, all previously created templates will be listed. 

BlastIT allows system administrators to edit or delete 
templates.
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2 — Creating BlastIT Administrators
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BlastIT enables teams to determine and select 
system administrators, who fully manage the 
console and its advanced capabilities.

Administrator information including, name, 
email and admin status is populated here.



3 — Creating BlastIT Members
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Create a message recipient by populating these fields. Save the contact when 
completed.
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Through BlastIT, system administrators can also import desired message recipients 
via a CSV file, eliminating the manual member creation process. 



4 — Creating BlastIT Departments 
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BlastIT “Departments” are simply groups, consisting of the desired Members. 

1. System administrators can name their Departments. After title 
completion, save the created Departments and select recipients.
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To place a Member in a Department, edit the Member Profile and click 
the desired Departments and click save.

Selected departments are shown on 
the right-hand panel.



5 — Composing a BlastIT Message
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2A. Select Message 
Template.

2B. Free form a message if 
you prefer.

1. Select message Members or Departments.

4. Select all required 
delivery channels.

3. Configure reply options for 
message recipients, allowing 
them to acknowledge the 
alert.
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6 — BlastIT Message Status
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Previously sent messages are listed under BlastIT’s “Sent Messages” tab.

Clicking on a message allows system administrators to view the 
status of a message (i.e., message acknowledgements). 
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A green “ACK” button indicates the Member has acknowledged a 
BlastIT message. Acknowledgements for selected delivery channels 

are listed.
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https://www.onpage.com/onpage-blast-it-contact-us-page/
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